This paper presents a set of open source tools used in control flow analysis of java programs. In addition, several use cases have been presented for further utilization. This 'conglomerate' of tools includes a Java Sourcecode Visualizer, a Bytecode Visualizer and a Control Flow Factory, used to generate and visualize various control flow graphs, all of these coming as a direct result of a research project carried out at the University of Oldenburg. In light of this, we developed these tools under the Apache license as Dr Garbage tools, in order to cater to the growing needs of the computer science community.
Introduction
Dr. Garbage Tools is a suite of Eclipse Plug-ins released under the Apache Open Source license. The aim of this project was to offer a complete framework, aiding in control flow analysis of source and byte code. The target objective was to provide an environment in which better investigation of Java source and byte code could be done, using theoretical graph methods and algorithms. In particular, algorithms which help in determining the location of monitoring points [1] , [2] were also investigated. These tools have witnessed widespread usage with other projects like Profiling and Monitoring [3] , [4] . A summary of known usage of these tools, their methods as well as other potential use cases have been detailed in this paper.
Technical Details
The general structure of Dr Garbage tools is shown in fig.  1 . The Core-package utilizes the following libraries:
• An ASM library [15] to parse class files • A Graphical Editing Framework (GEF) [16] that provides technology to create graphical editors and views using Eclipse Workbench UI • Eclipse Core Java development tools (JDT) [17] . 
Sourcecode Visualizer
Sourcecode Visualizer is a tool used to visualize Java source code. A control flow graph is generated alongside the java source code. Common usage of this tool is in the review of source codes. It further consists of a GUI, comprised of two basic components:
• A Sourcecode Editor • Efficiency check of source code implementation by simply observing the graph.
• On-the-fly analysis of complex if-conditions during code development. More use cases are found in Chapter 4.
Bytecode Visualizer
Bytecode Visualizer is a tool used in visualizing Java byte code.
Byte code is read from both *.class files or *.jar archives located in the file system. Classes are also read from a running JVM over a Java Debug Interface (JDI). This tool is thoroughly integrated with Eclipse. A class file can be opened from Package Explorer, Navigator, stack trace of an exception in the console view or by simply clicking stack and stepping into debugger, etc. Control flow graph panel is synchronized with the bytecode view. Typical use cases include:
• Inspection of one's own byte code instrumentation • Efficiency check of one's own implementation at the byte code level • Simplification and analysis of complex implementation details • Identification of error conditions and bugs using bytecode debugger
More use cases are found in Chapter 4.
Control Flow Graph Factory
Control Flow Graph Factory is a program which generates control flow graphs from java byte code. These graphs can be further modified and exported to GraphXML, DOT and several raster image formats. Main features include:
• Automatic generation of several types of control flow graphs.
• Graph editing • Automatic layout support, further realized by multiple algorithms (serial, hierarchical) • Export and Printing support With Control Flow Graph Factory the graphs can be exported with or without visual information (node color and shape) and geometry information (node size and position). 
A Comparative S tudy Between C urrent
The purpose of this section is to compare and contrast between Dr Garbage Tools and other tools currently present in the realm of the Java community. Let's take a look at each of these tools.
Javap
Javap is a simple command line Java Class File Disassembler [23] . The javap command disassembles a class file and prints out the result. Its output depends on the options used. This tool does not provide any capability to display control flow information and does not have a Graphical User interface.
Eclipse Bytecode Viewer
Eclipse bytecode viewer is a default viewer integrated in eclipse IDE [22] . It supports only a minimal view of Bytecode. There is no syntax display, no control flow information display and no synchronization with this tool.
jdb
jdb is a command line java debugger [24] . It does not support graphical representation of code nor control flow information.
Eclipse Debugger
JDT eclipse package includes a debugger with a Graphical User interface [22] . The debugger allows you to control execution of your program by setting breakpoints, suspend launched programs, step through your code, and examine the contents of variables. Unfortunately the debugger does not support step by step debugging of Bytecode. Step by step instruction debuging 
Dr Garbage ools
Let's take a look at how Dr Garbage tools can be a "game-changer" when compared to the other tools described above. Firstly, byte code visualisation, source code visualisation, graphical information display and control flow information generated by graphs, all of these are supported by our tool. Secondly, byte code instructions are highlighted in a user friendly manner, thus making it easy on the eye for developers. Fully integrated with Eclipse, our tools provide direct access to functions using outline view, again, an advantage to developers, this being the third point of observation. Fourthly, our tools provide step by step instruction debugging, providing further benefits to programmers. Synchronization between code and GUI is a default feature. We could also use these tools in segregation of blocks, further used in complicated Compiler optimization. These tools also allow direct class representation from a JVM. Wide ranges of export formats supported include JPG, PNG, XML and DOT formats. All of these advantages give our tools a distinct edge when it comes to clean and understandable programming.
V ital Statistics
Dr Garbage tools has witnessed wide spread usage globally. SourceForge.net [26] Total number of plugin installs are calculated by dividing the total number of downloaded files thrown by the total number of libraries (7 jar-files).
Total number of plugin installs = (Downloaded Files) / 7 
Use Cases for Control Flow Analysis
In this section we present some selected use cases that are fully supported only by Dr. Garbage tools. These use cases should illustrate the difference with other tools.
Use Case: Branch Instruction Analysis
This use case, in particular, can be exploited to the fullest in teaching or could be used in source code review processes. When a branch is implemented using an IF statement, a node with two outgoing edges is visually represented in a control flow graph. When multiple conditions are used in an IF statement, there is one node per decision. A combination of several IF or SWITCH statements comprised of multiple conditions could make analysis of control flow very demanding.
By representing a program as a graph, a user can easily comprehend the structure of branches intuitively. Multiple nested if-else constructs and alternatives are immediately constructed helping in visual analysis, reason being ,Sourcecode Visualizer which supports an 'on -the-fly' structure
Figure 7. Branch instructions analysis
It also supports definition of complex logical expressions which can be visually analyzed. The interaction of IF-ELSE constructs, and a combination of logical expressions certainly does not contribute to an elegant and optimal solution. In addition, Sourcecode Visualizer can also be used to execute a program step by step, helping users step through each node in a control flow graph. Execution of unit tests can also be visualized and reviewed. Here, correctness of a given branch and its condition coverage is also checked. In practice it is very cumbersome to define unit tests which cover all possible combinations of conditions inside every decision [5] , [6] .
A detailed source code graph is shown in figure 8 . Figure 9 . Bytecode debugger In addition to displaying class files from file system and JARs (which is a default option), Bytecode Visualizer is also able to visualize classes as and when they are loaded into a running Java Virtual Machine (JVM). This feature plays a significant role in situations where in, a class, which when loaded in a running JVM could differ from its file system counterpart, possibly due to instrumentation issues.
Use Case: Debugging
Instrumentation is realized in several ways: a) Custom Class Loader, b) using of the JVMTI [7] or the older JVMPI [8] interface. There are several advantages of using this use case. These include:
• Code Optimization • Logging and Tracing • Profiling (Performance Analysis)
• Obfuscation
It does not matter if a class was changed after compilation. Bytecode Visualizer is able to display its current appearance within a running JVM. This is achieved using a Java Debug Interface (JDI) [9] , [10] . In addition, Bytecode Visualizer (being part of a distinct group of byte code debuggers in the market today) supports instruction by instruction debugging. Byte code of the investigated method is always visualized as a graph and can also be exported for further processing.
Bytecode Visualizer is also combined with Eclipse source code debugger [22] . This enables further synchronization between source code and byte code instruction line debugging.
Bytecode Outline plug-in [21] provides some similar capabilities, but it does not support step by step instruction debugging or analysis of class files from a running JVM. Command line java debugger jdb [24] supports step by step instruction debugging, but it does not provide any graphical user interface and is not integrated in the eclipse environment.
Use Case: Byte Code Optimization
Byte code optimization is executed by a java compiler, byte code optimizer or other manipulation tools. Optimisation is brought about by method in lining, static virtual method call resolution or replacing of byte codes to reduce the use of expensive codes. There are a number of Java tools which provide frameworks to manipulate byte code: Joie [11] , Bit[12], BCEL [13] and AspectJ [14] . However, none of these make it possibile to represent results and to perform analysis of transformations. We see ourselves as a possible market leader in this realm. 
Byte Code Graph
The vertices of a byte code graph represent java byte code instructions and the arcs are possible control transitions between these instructions. Figure 10 . Byte code example
The corresponding graph for the above byte code is shown in figure 11 . 
Virtual Elements
Control Flow Graph Factory can be set up to generate the following virtual elements which could be useful for further processing of control flow graphs:
• Start Node -the node through which control enters the graph • Exit Node -the node through which control leaves the graph • Back Edge -a directed edge from exit node to start node.
• Comments -the Line Number Table can be generated as a comment element.
Use Case: Control Flow Graph Visualization
Core Package includes methods for generation and transformation of control flow graphs, algorithms which aid in automatic layout of graphs and some graph theoretical algorithms like DFS and BFS. Layout algorithms are serial positioning algorithms, implemented by DFS. Hierarchical positioning algorithms are implemented in org.eclipse.draw2d.graph. The hierarchical positioning algorithm is a common algorithm often used to calculate node positions for directed graphs; it is described in detail in [19] . An example is presented in figure 16 . Control Flow Factory contains an extensive collection of export functions in GraphXML, DOT format or as image (JPEG, BMP, ICO and PNG) formats. Graphviz (Graph Visualization Software) [18] is a program used in drawing graphs specified in DOT language scripts. 
Conclusion
Working with Dr. Garbage Tools simplifies a lot of tasks, exploits powerful visualizing framework (based on Eclipse GEF [16] ), Java bytecode manipulation and also uses an analysis framework (ASM library [15] ). Management of preferences and handling of user actions is quite intuitive. In addition Dr. Garbage tools provide many interfaces to further development. Some enhancements target:
• Visualization for code coverage • Further layout algorithms • System-Dependence-Graphs and abstract syntax trees for data analysis • Implementation of java slicing tools [20] It is our strong belief that Dr Garbage tools help to a great extent in developing and understanding software developed in Java. We also encourage the Java community to further exploit these tools and support this project for further development.
